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1.

Introduction

1.1

Purpose

The purpose of this project completion report is to document and provide a historical
reference of the area of interest, project personnel and activities associated with the
completion of the Haida Gwaii Vegetation Resources Inventory (VRI). For the Haida
Gwaii VRI, this encompassed the Queen Charlotte Timber Supply Area (TSA), Tree
Farm Licences (TFL) 58 and 60, Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve and Haida
Heritage Site*, Naikoon Provincial Park, Duu Guusd Conservancy, Tlall Conservancy,
Yaaguun Suu Conservancy, Daawuuxusda Conservancy, Vladimir J Krajina Ecological
Reserve, half a dozen smaller conservancies on Graham and Morseby islands, and all
private and federal lands.
*Lyell Island which was previously inventoried to VRI specifications by IRC under
contract to Parks Canada in 2009-2010, was integrated into the Haida Gwaii VRI as part
of this contract.

1.2

Timeframe

Work on the Haida Gwaii VRI commenced on July 28, 2011 and was completed in
December, 2013.

1.3

Project Administrators

Mike Sandvoss, RFT and John Cosco, RPF of Teco Natural Resource Group (Project
start-up to October 2011) and ultimately Timberline Forest Inventory Consultants
(November 2011 to December 2013) were the consultant leads for this VRI project.
Roman Bilek, RFT was the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
(MoFLNRO) VRI Project Manager.

1.4

Planning Documents (Background)

1.4.1 VPIP
Haida Gwaii is an archipelago of more than 150 islands lying approximately 90 km’s
west of BC’s north coast. Varying sources put the total land area at anywhere between
1,007,252 to 1,018,000 hectares. Haida Gwaii occupies portions of 126 BCGS map
sheets or 67 full map sheet equivalents (FME). The area inventoried under the Haida
Gwaii VRI contract totaled 987,730 ha (65.85 FME) due to the exclusion of the
previously completed Lyell Island VRI. Figure 1 (Figure 2 from the VSIP) shows the
Haida Gwaii archipelago under the BCGS map sheet grid.
The existing forest cover inventories covering Haida Gwaii were from six different
inventories of varying dates and standards, all of which were out of date and didn’t meet
current VRI standards (with the exception of the Lyell Island VRI). For more detail on
the old forest cover inventories, see section 2.4 of the Haida Gwaii VRI Strategic
Inventory Plan (VSIP). The Letter of Understanding (LOU) between the project partners
is in Appendix 1. The entire Haida Gwaii VSIP and VRI Project Implementation Plan
(VPIP) documents can be found in Appendix 2 and 3 respectively.
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Figure 1. Excerpted from the Haida Gwaii VSIP – Attachment A, showing the
Haida Gwaii archipelago, BEC units, under the BCGS map sheet grid.
The VRI Phase 1 was implemented by the MoFLNRO, in partnership with the Council of
the Haida Nation (CHN) and Parks Canada with the intent to produce a seamless Phase
1 VRI for all of Haida Gwaii. This new inventory would support land use plan
implementation, timber supply analysis, and other specific needs as described in section
3.0 of the Haida Gwaii VSIP that were not being fully met by the existing forest cover
inventories.
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1.4.2 Aerial Photographs
A new set of 1:20,000 colour aerial photographs were acquired for all of Haida Gwaii in
the summer of 2007. In addition to a hardcopy set, the aerial photo negatives were
scanned at a resolution of 12 microns, aerial triangulated, and produced into digital
image and model files for subsequent use in softcopy systems. The total number of
photographs acquired and scanned to digital models was 1748. Some of the aerial
photo specifications were exceeded by the aerial photo contractor, but on review by
GeoBC and FAIB staff, were passed based on mitigating factors.
The Lyell Island VRI was completed using the same 2007 digital image files as was used
for the Haida Gwaii VRI. A few smaller outlying islands along the east and south coast
were not flown by the aerial photo contractor and thus had to be interpreted using the
document aerial photographs. This was a simple solution as the islands were small
vegetation free, wave scoured rock outcrops.
Low clouds clinging to the south west coast area produced minor obscuring of the a few
hundred meters of coastal polygons, but much of this was within the vegetation free
splash zone and could be worked around easily.
With some exceptions the photos had good colour rendition, and were bright enough
except along steep north facing slopes, that due to the severity of the terrain rarely
receive direct sunlight. Image brightening and contrast adjustment within the softcopy
environment were used to mitigate most of the heavily shadowed areas.

1.4.3 Base Maps
North American Datum (NAD) 83, TRIM I base maps, constructed in ~1989 from 1986
1:65,000 scale aerial photographs, were available for the entire project area. No TRIM
upgrades or updating had been done since they were produced, and deficiencies were
noted before the VRI was started. Most of these could be attributed to the small scale
photographs used in their production and in some cases simply due to the 21 years
between projects and sections of active coastline.
Roads not captured in the original TRIM production (missed), or incorrectly captured, or
roads constructed subsequent to the 1986 photo acquisition date, were captured in
softcopy during the Phase I VRI delineation phase and made available to the MoFLNRO
as an Arc Shape file in fiscal year 2012 / 2013. A final ‘New Roads’ file was provided as
a final deliverable at project completion. GIS statistics indicate 3945 new road segments
for 2451.8 added or correctly aligned roads.
Misaligned lakes and shorelines were captured as VRI type line adjustments during both
the delineation and attribution phases of the Phase I VRI. No separate shape file of the
adjustments was created as the process would have been excessively laborious given
the magnitude of some of the adjustments.

1.4.4 Existing Calibration Data Sources
There were a significant number (2868) historical air calls, ground calls, and permanent
sample plots (PSP’s) available as supplementary calibration information, distributed
across the TSA, TFL’s, Gwaii Haanas, Naikoon Provincial Park, and the many
conservancies. The attribute information for these were recorded, from available
document aerial photographs, to the standard MoFLNRO VRI attribute spreadsheet, and
digitally captured to a historical data source geodatabase as project deliverables.
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Data from numerous other ground sample types (listed in section 2.3 of the Haida Gwaii
VPIP) were made available to the VRI contractor as shapefiles and were used as
applicable during attribution.
The location and distribution of the historic data sources factored in the layout of the VRI
calibration plots.

1.4.5 RESULTS Information
RESULTS spatial and attribute data were made available for the TSA and to a lesser
degree within the TFL’s and previously harvested areas within Gwaii Haanas. Spatial
data was referenced during the delineation to address the different internal polygon rules
for non free to grow and free to grow blocks. Aspatial data was incorporated according
to RESULTS integration rules, which can be found in: Appendix A – Photo
Interpretation Guidelines for Integrating RESULTS Information, Version 2, March
2011 for map sheets completed in fiscal years 2011/12 and 2012/13, and Appendix A –
Photo Interpretation Guidelines for Integrating RESULTS Information, Version 3,
March 2013 for map sheets completed in fiscal year 2013.

2.

Project Area Description

Haida Gwaii is an archipelago on the north coast of British Columbia. It is made up of
several large islands (Graham Island to the north and Moresby Island to the south), a
few other major islands (Louise, Lyell, Kunghit, Burnaby, Langara, Chaatl, and Hibben)
and approximately 150 smaller islands.
The islands that make up Haida Gwaii are separated from the mainland, approximately
90 km’s to the east, by Hecate Strait. Queen Charlotte Sound separates it from
Vancouver Island to the south, and Dixon Entrance separates it from the southern tip of
the Alaska panhandle to the north.
The climate of the archipelago is typical temperate northern coastal rainforest, much like
the mainland coast, and is moderated by the North Pacific Ocean Current. This
produces the heavy rainfall, periodic sunshine, and moderate temperatures throughout
the year.
The tree species present on Haida Gwaii are Sitka spruce, western redcedar, hemlock,
yellow cedar, shore pine, red alder, and some mountain hemlock in the higher elevation
stands.
Haida Gwaii covers numerous administrative units including the Haida Gwaii TSA, TFL’s
58 and 60 located in the south central area of Graham Island and the north central area
of Moresby Island, Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve and Haida Heritage Site
occupying the south third of the archipelago, Naikoon Provincial Park covering the north
east edge of Graham Island, Duu Guusd Conservancy along the northwest coast of
Graham Island, Daawuuxusda Conservancy along the southwest coast of Graham
Island and northwest coast of Moresby Island, Yaaguun Suu Conservancy located
northwest of Queen Charlotte, Tlall Conservancy on Graham Island between Tlall to the
north and Queen Charlotte to the south. Half a dozen other smaller conservancies and
one ecological reserve can be found on both of the main islands.
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Figure 2 is a map produced by the Integrated Land Management Bureau (ILMB)
showing the Haida Gwaii archipelago and the location of the Haida Gwaii TSA (non
designated area – TFL’s not shown) and surrounding parks, conservancies, and
ecological reserve.

Figure 2. Parks and conservancies on Haida Gwaii.
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Figure 3. Excerpted figure from the Haida Gwaii VPIP showing the Location of the
Haida Gwaii TSA, TFL’s, Protected Areas, Fee Simple Lands and Indian Reserves.
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Tenure / Administrative Unit
Haida Gwaii TSA
TFL 60
TFL 58
Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve /
Haida Heritage Site
Naikoon Provincial Park
Ecological Reserves
Fee Simple Lands (excluding those
within parks and TFL 60)
Indian Reserves / Federal Lands
Total Area

Tenure Holder
CHN, Husby Forest
Products, BCTS and
others
Western Forest Products
Teal-Jones Group

Area (ha)
566,737
177,608
25,143
147,000
67,088
9,520
8,366
5790
1,007,252

Table 1. Ownership, Tenure and Administrative Units of Haida Gwaii by area (from
the Haida Gwaii VRI Phase 1 VPIP)

3.0 The 2011-2013 VRI
3.1

Project Personnel

The Haida Gwaii VRI was completed between July 2011 and December 2013. While the
contract was started with Teco Natural Resource Group and in November was
transferred to Timberline Forest Inventory Consultants, the same staff who started the
project completed it.
VRI Project Admin - Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
Roman Bilek RFT - VRI Contract Manager
Teco Natural Resource Group Ltd. / Timberline Forest Inventory Consultants
John Cosco RPF - Project Manager and VRI Certified Photo Interpreter
Mike Sandvoss RFT – Project Manager and VRI Certified Photo Interpreter
Andy Ferguson RFT - VRI Certified Photo Interpreter
Francois Rosa - VRI Certified Photo Interpreter
Rob Oran RPF - VRI Certified Photo Interpreter
Jouni Tanskanen - VRI Certified Photo Interpreter (2012/13 - 2013)
Mike Mastine - VRI Certified Photo Interpreter
Bruce McClymont RPF – VRI Certified Photo Interpreter (2012/13 - 2013)
Mitchell Grant - VRI Certified Photo Interpreter (2011/12)
3rd Party QA Personnel
Frank Scheithauer RPF - VRI Certified Photo Interpreter
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3.2

Annual VRI Project Completion

3.2.1 Fiscal Year 2011 / 2012
The VRI started in late July 2011 with a first of four field programs, of the northern
portion of Graham Island (including Naikoon Provincial Park and the northern
Conservancies), planned for mid September. This required the completion and QA of 31
map sheets (16.53 FME) or 247,944.5 ha of delineation and associated field plan prep
for ground call and air call programs, by the first week of September. This was
accomplished and the field program was successfully completed at the end of
September, 2011 (despite near gale force winds).
Field calibration plans were submitted digitally (as .shp files) to the MoFLNRO (Roman
Bilek) for review and approval by the MoFLNRO, CHN, and MoE (Parks) representatives
to ensure plot distribution and that sensitive sites were avoided. No field work was
planned or completed in private lands. An MoFLNRO supplied digital excel spreadsheet
was produced and submitted as a 2011/12 project deliverable, along with a .gdb
showing the final location and call type of all VRI calibration points. Fiscal year 2011/12
saw the completion of 171 ground and 336 air calibration points. The project plan called
for 20% of all ground calibration plots to be 3-point plots, placed in the more species and
structurally diverse types encountered. All field data was collected as per the MoFLNRO
standards for VRI Field Calibration Procedures for Photo Interpretation, Version 1.1
April, 2011
Attribution of this area, with the exclusion of four map sheets (103F100, 103K008,
103G071, and 103G061) accounting for 38,034 ha or 2.54 FME was completed and
QA’d by fiscal year end. The above four maps sheets were added to the fiscal year
2012 / 2013 attribution. Attribution was completed as per the VRI Photo Interpretation
Procedures, Version 2.7 April 2011 and quality assurance checked according to the
VRI Photo Interpretation Quality Assurance Procedures and Standards, Version
3.4 April 2011.
Delineation of the remainder of Graham Island (with the exception of map sheets
103F019, F029, F039, F049, F057 and F059) was completed in preparation for the
second Haida Gwaii field program scheduled for May 2012. The six excluded maps were
delineated at the start of fiscal year 2012/13. Figure 4 shows completion status at Fiscal
Year end 2011 / 2012.
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Figure 4 Fiscal Year End 2011 / 2012 project completion status.

3.2.2 Fiscal Year 2012 / 2013
Year two of the Haida Gwaii VRI started in early April 2012 with attribution of the four
remaining north Graham Island map sheets (103F100, 103K008, 103G071, and
103G061), delineation of the six remaining south Graham Island map sheets (103F019,
F029, F039, F049, F057 and F059). Field planning for the second of four field programs
(south Graham Island), planned for mid May / early June was completed in April.
The third of four field programs to complete Graham Island and the north end of
Moresby Island down to the Gwaii Haanas park boundary was completed in late July
2012. The field plan for this field program was submitted in June. Field calibration plans
were submitted digitally (as .shp files) to the MoFLNRO (Roman Bilek) for review and
approval by the MoFLNRO and CHN representatives to ensure plot distribution and that
sensitive sites were avoided. No field work was planned or completed in private lands.
An MoFLNRO supplied digital excel spreadsheet was produced and submitted as a
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2012 / 2013 project deliverable, along with a .gdb showing the final location and call type
of all VRI calibration points. Fiscal year 2012/13 saw the completion of 385 ground and
794 air calibration points. All field data was collected as per the MoFLNRO standards
for VRI Field Calibration Procedures for Photo Interpretation, Version 1.2 April,
2012
Attribution of the 2012 / 2013 fiscal year area (44 map sheets (29 FME) or 435,489 ha)
commenced after the June field program and was completed and QA’d by fiscal year
end. Attribution was completed as per the VRI Photo Interpretation Procedures,
Version 2.8 April 2012 and quality assurance checked according to the VRI Photo
Interpretation Quality Assurance Procedures and Standards, Version 3.5 April
2012.
Delineation of the remainder of map sheets of the southern half of the archipelago was
completed in preparation for the third Haida Gwaii field program scheduled for July 2012.
Figure 5 shows completion status at Fiscal Year end 2012 / 2013.
Field planning of the fourth of four field calibration programs started in October 2012 with
liaison with Parks Canada staff as all field work conducted in Gwaii Haanas had to be
vetted through Parks staff. Parks Canada personnel were extremely helpful in assisting
the field planning with and providing planning materials (restricted air and ground access
zones) as well as facilitating the permitting process for ground and air access to the
park. The final field calibration program was reviewed by MoFLNRO, CHN, and Parks
Canada and approved with only minor modifications suggested and implemented.
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Figure 5 Fiscal Year End 2012 / 2013 project completion status.

3.2.3 Fiscal Year 2013
Year three of the Haida Gwaii VRI started in early April 2013 with attribution of map
sheets from the north end of Moresby Island that had been field calibrated in July 2012.
Field planning had been completed the previous fiscal year, so all that remained was to
wait for the start of the program planned for mid May. No field work was planned or
completed in private lands. Fiscal year 2013 saw the completion of the remaining 112
ground and 211 air calibration points. An MoFLNRO supplied digital excel spreadsheet
was produced and submitted as a 2013 project deliverable, along with a .gdb showing
the final location and call type of all 2013 completed VRI calibration points. A final all
inclusive .gdb showing all ground and air call locations (2011-2013) was a final project
deliverable. All field data was collected as per the MoFLNRO standards for VRI Field
Calibration Procedures for Photo Interpretation, Version 1.3 April, 2013.

Attribution of the 2013 fiscal year area (51 map sheets (20.29 FME) or 304,295.8 ha)
commenced in early April and was completed and QA’d by December 20th, 2013.
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Attribution was completed as per the VRI Photo Interpretation Procedures, Version
2.9 April 2013 and quality assurance checked according to the VRI Photo
Interpretation Quality Assurance Procedures and Standards, Version 3.6 April
2013.

Figure 6 shows completion status as of the project end date. Appendix 5 shows a
tabular record by map sheet (annual) of the major work phases and assigned interpreter.

Figure 6 Project End 2013 completion status.

4.0 Deliverables
VRI deliverables for each map sheet, each project year included the following:
- Original hard copy field forms for all field calibration data (ground call and air call
tally sheets)
- Hardcopies of orthophoto map plots used for fieldwork.
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-

A digital copy of all field calibration data in MS Excel spreadsheet format
(template provided by MoFLNRO – FAIB)
A geodatabase (.gdb) with location of all established calibration points from
2001-2013
A shapefile (.shp) of all added and re-aligned roads and mapable trails across
Haida Gwaii
Each map sheet in Arc personal geodatabase (.mdb) MoFLNRO VRIMs file
format
All 3rd party quality assurance documentation for each phase (by submission
batch) of the project.

5.0 Quality Assurance
Project quality assurance was provided by Scheithauer Forest Consultants Ltd.
throughout the duration of the project according to the most recent VRI quality
assurance procedures available in any of the project years. Major work phases that
underwent quality assurance were delineation, field calibration, and attribution.
Historical data source capture was also quality assurance checked.
All quality assurance batch reports and comparison table documentation was provided to
the MoFLNRO monthly. A final QA summary report was provided at the conclusion of
quality assurance checking in December 2013 (Appendix 4).

6.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
The VRI is the provincial forest inventory in partnership with the Council of the Haida
Nation, but each land base introduces a unique set of parameters, from the local
geography, geology, and accessibility of the area being inventoried, to the variety of
tenure / ownership (i.e. strictly a TSA or a mixture of TSA, TFL, private land, parks,
etc…). As far as Haida Gwaii was concerned, the landscape variability was extreme
from the wetlands of the Queen Charlotte Lowlands at the northeast corner of Graham
island to the knife edge like San Christoval Range of the Queen Charlotte Mountains on
the west side of Moresby Island. The mountainous areas and dense stands with few
natural openings provided extremely limited access to mid-slope types. Only where
recent harvesting activities provided road cuts and landings could these locations be
ground calibrated, a phenomenon that carried forward from all previous ground
calibration programs.
The road (truck) accessibility of Haida Gwaii was limited to the east side of Graham
Island and north east side of Moresby Island. The remainder of the project area was
accessible only by helicopter with boat access being dismissed as it would be
unnecessarily time consuming and only provide limited east coast access.
Haida Gwaii is made up of the TSA, three TFL’s, a national park of world wide
recognition, a provincial park, numerous conservancies, an ecological reserve, private
and fee simple lands, and Indian reserves. Each tenure / ownership provided varying
objectives for the VRI, which were expressed in the delineation within each tenure /
ownership category.
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After the delineation and attribution of a number of map sheets, several issues pertaining
to TRIM lakes was raised during one of the monthly project conference calls; the
minimum polygon size of TRIM lakes incorporated as polygons in the VRI (1 ha as per
VRI delineation guidelines) and the spatial accuracy of the TRIM capture (not specific to
lake shorelines only). Lakes > 0.5 ha were requested to be included in the VRI. This
was agreed to and the lakes were cut into existing delineation and added to the starter
maps of those map sheets that had not yet been delineated.
The spatial representation of the lakes was reviewed and found to be wanting in many
cases, some of which were no doubt related to the vintage of the TRIM mapping as well
as the small scale of the aerial photographs used in their construction. Shorelines were
adjusted if found to be significantly ‘off’. Appendix 6 includes some softcopy screen
captures showing a few examples of TRIM lake, double sided streams, and shoreline
issues that were discussed during the monthly project conference calls.
Rose Spit, a very active sand spit at the north east corner of Graham Island (in Naikoon
Provincial Park) had moved significantly since it captured by the TRIM aerial photos in
the mid 1980’s. The shoreline had to be adjusted to allow for the interpretation of the
vegetation cover and beach elements that it is comprised of.
Other active shorelines were redrawn to reflect the current position of the shoreline. Non
active shoreline elements were also redrawn as it was obvious that steep sided
mountain shadows and not the actual shoreline had been mapped, particularly along
east west oriented fjords. None of these incorrectly mapped features were a fault of the
TRIM mapping itself, but the scale of the photos used for the program.
Final submissions for 2013 integration into the provincial VRI database ran into a small
snag in early December when it was noted that the many non standard VRI rock islets
(smaller than 0.5 ha) found in the TRIM coverage had not been copied up to the VRI.
These were all subsequently copied up and VRI attributed (100% bedrock).
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Appendix 1
Haida Gwaii VRI Letter of Understanding (2009)
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Appendix 2
Haida Gwaii VRI Strategic Implementation Plan (VSIP)
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Appendix 3
Haida Gwaii VRI Project Implementation Plan (VPIP)
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Appendix 4
Haida Gwaii VRI Quality Assurance Summary Report
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Appendix 5
Map Sheet Major Work Phases and Assigned Interpreter 2011 / 2012
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Map Sheet Major Work Phases and Assigned Interpreter 2012 / 2013
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Map Sheet Major Work Phases and Assigned Interpreter 2013
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Appendix 6
TRIM Base Feature Alignment and Accuracy Issue Softcopy
Screen Capture Examples

TRIM lake example

TRIM river misalignment example #1
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TRIM river misalignment example #2

Off shore ‘island’ or shoal area indicated on TRIM example #1
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Off shore ‘island’ or shoal area indicated on TRIM example #2

TRIM Shoreline capture example
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